Given a partition a = {ax , a2, ... , as} , ax > a2 > ■ ■ ■ > as, of n we let X denote the derived irreducible character of S" , and we associate with a a derived partition a = {a, -1, a2 -1, ..
Introduction
If c £ CSn , the group algebra obtained from C and the symmetric group on {1,2,... ,«}, then we define the generalized matrix function dc by There are many known inequalities that involve restricting the functions dc to %fn , the « x « positive semidefinite Hermitian matrices. Perhaps the oldest is the classical Fischer inequality, which states that if B £ %* is partitioned in the form BXX BX2
. B2X 522 where Bxx is « x « and B22 is p x p then ( 1.2) det(fi) < det(Bx, ) det (2?22) with equality if and only if B has a row of zeroes or Bx2 is the zero matrix.
In 1908 Schur, see [3] , proved that if X is a character of Sn then (1.3) det(B)<dx (B) for each B £%?n. For a short proof see [4] . Hence, the determinant function is, in the sense of (1.3), the smallest of the normalized immanents. This naturally led to speculation as to which, if any, of the normalized immanents might be largest, in the sense of (1.3).
In the sixties M. Marcus proved, see [5] , a partial analogue to (1.2) involving permanents, namely that if B = [ft. ] £ %fn then (1.4) per (5)
>ftllPer(5(l|l))
where B(s\i), I < s, t < «, denotes the (« -1) x (« -1) matrix obtained from B by deleting the 5th row and rth column. Moreover, Marcus conjectured that if B £ ^n+p is partitioned as in our statement of the Fischer inequality then (1.5) per(ß)>per(5,,)per(Ä22).
This result was later proved by Lieb, see [6] , and subsequently generalized to the symmetric algebra by Neuberger, see [1] . The similarity between (1.2) and (1.5) led naturally to the conjecture that (1.6) dx(B)<per (B) for each B £ %An ; so the permanent function is believed to be the "largest" of the normalized immanents. Despite considerable effort (1.6) is still unresolved. Efforts to prove (1.6) have nevertheless led to the discovery of some interesting theorems, some of which provide information not implied by (1.6). James and Liebeck, see [8] , proved that if X is an irreducible character of Sn and its associated partition is of the form {p, q, lr}, p+q+r = « , then (1.6) holds for each B £ %An . The author, see [9] , proved that dc(B) < per(B) for all B £ßivn and all c £ £Sn for which there exists an / £ CSn and aAc{l,2,...,«} such that
xf = f for each r £ Sn such that t(A) = A.
It is easy to show, see [9] , that all irreducible characters of Sn derived from two-term partitions are expressible as sums of such functions c. Hence, this theorem includes the r = 0 part of the James-Liebeck result as a special case.
Heyfron, a student of James, see [10] , considered the single-hook characters, characters derived from partitions of the form {q, ln~9} , and proved that the associated normalized immanents increase with q. In other words, if A', is derived from {q, ln~9} and X2 is derived from {q+1, l"_<?_1} then
for each B £%'n. This result was originally conjectured by Merris and Watkins, see [11] , who proved (1.7) in case q = 0, 1, or « -1. It will be shown that our main result generalizes Schur's inequality by replacing (1.3) with a chain of inequalities starting with dx(B) and terminating with det(2?). Moreover, our main result reduces Heyfron's result to a special case and, in conjunction with [9] , implies and extends the James-Liebeck result.
NOTATION AND BACKGROUND
We let V denote Cm for a fixed positive integer m which will usually be clear from context. For « > 1 we let Tn(V), often abbreviated to Tn , denote the set of all «-linear complex valued functions on V. If « = 0 then Tn(V) denotes C. Given an inner product ( , ) on V we extend ( , ) to each of the spaces Tn by choosing an orthonormal basis {ei}m=x for V and defining Note that \\A ® B\\ = \\A\\ ■ \\B\\.
We now define an action of Sn on Tn which we extend to CSn in such a way that Tn becomes a left CSn module. If o £ Sn and A £ Tn then by o A we mean the member of Tn defined by When dealing with the characters of the symmetric group our notation follows Marcus, see [7, . Chapter 6] . If a = {ax, a2, ... , at} is a partition of « , we always assume a, > a2 > ■ ■ ■ > a(, and tp £ Sn then by Da we mean the Young diagram whose first row contains tp(l), tp(2), ... , tp(ax), whose second row contains tp(ax + l), tp(ax + 2), ... , tp(ax + a2) etc. By Ra(p and Ca(p we mean, respectively, the row and column groups of Da , and by ra and ca we mean the corresponding row and column symmetrizers. Explicitly, r ," = Y]ct where summation is over R ,", and c" _ = Y,£(o)o where the summation is over Ca , so it is perhaps more accurate to refer to ca as a column skew-symmetrizer. The Young symmetrizer I? , associated with a and c/?, is then ra ca . We denote the irreducible character associated with a by Xa .
We require a formula for Xa in terms of the associated Young symmetrizers.
According to [12, Theorem 1, p . 108], we have (2-1) w = 5f-E*..f(*",ff~'*> where na is the dimension of the representation which is simply Xa(e). For / e CSn we let / = (f(e)yxf, f(e) ¿ 0, so, since na = Xa(e), we have 
7=1
All subsets A c {1,2,... , N} with |A| = n give rise to groups C7(A) isomorphic to Sn . For our computations we require a definite isomorphism o -y oA from G(A) to Sn , so we let ô be the unique increasing function from {1,2,... , «} onto A and define o = ô~ öS for o £ G(A). Given two disjoint subsets A, and A2 of {1,2,... , N} with |A[| = « and ¡A2| =p we require two isomorphisms, " A " and " V ," each as described above. Letting H denote G(AX) ■ G(A2) the map y -» (yA , yv) is then an isomorphism between H and Sn®Sp.
To define CSn ® CS we consider the special case A, = {1,2,... ,«} and A2 = {n + 1, n + 2, ... , n + p} and require that cr ® x, o £ Sn and i£Sp, denote the member of Cr7 such that (cj®t)(0) = 1 or 0 depending on whether o = 6A and x = 0V , or not. Then, we extend ® to the rest of CSn x CSp by requiring
/®S= E E /((T)^(T)tJ ® Tct65" tes"
In this way CSn ® CS is identified with a subalgebra of CSn+p , namely CH.
There are certain simple properties satisfied by " A ", " V ", and ® which we present without proof: Lemma 3. Suppose Ax = {1,2,... ,«}, A2 = {n + 1, n + 2, ... , n + p}, H = G(AX) ■ G(A2), o£H, f£CSn, geCSp, A £ T", and B £Tp. Then,
(f®g)(A®B) = (fA)®(gB).
Returning now to the context of formulas (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) we see that the map I-»l' need not be restricted to characters X of H. Indeed, we may define f by formula (2.8) or (2.9) for any / e CH. Consequently, we state the following: Our main results are Theorems 3 and 6. Theorem 3 provides a stepping-up inequality: it shows how, given an irreducible character y/ of Sn, to find a second character f , induced from a Young subgroup of Sn , such that y/ < §? .
In the same sense Theorem 6 provides a stepping down inequality. We combine Theorems 3 and 6 to obtain Theorem 7, which is the result mentioned in the abstract.
If Proof. Conditions (a), (b) and (c) imply that y is a product of disjoint transpositions (rs) such that 1 < r < n and «+l<5<«+p.
We claim that we may assume y = (1, n + 1)(2, n + 2) ■ ■ ■ (k, n + k) where k is the number of transpositions involved in y, for if this is not the case then there exists a £ G({1,2, ... , «}) and ß = G({n + 1, n + 2, ... ,« +p}) such that y = (aß)~x(l, n + 1)(2, n + 2)---(k, n + k)(aß) ; then Suppose a = {ax, a2, ... , as} is a partition of N and imagine the associated node diagram. If the diagram is cut into two pieces along a vertical line not containing any nodes then we obtain two new node diagrams each associated with a partition which in turn is associated with a character. We denote the new partitions by a¡, the partition associated with the node diagram on the left, and ar, the partition associated with the node diagram on the right. We may now induce the tensor product of Xa and Xa to SN, thus obtaining .. , as} we shall associate a derived partition a which, if t denotes the smallest positive integer such that at > a(+x, is equal to {a, -1, a2 -1, ... , a( -1, a(+1, a(+2 , ... , a$, l'} . The following result, perhaps our most appealing in an aesthetic sense, follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 6. In a recent paper, see [10] , Heyfron has shown that if a = {q + 1, iN~g~lj and ß = {q, lN~q} then dx (C) > dx (C) for each C £ ßTN. Since ß = a this result is merely a special case of Theorem 7.
But Theorems 4 and 6 applied separately give us a generalization of Heyfron's result as well as an improvement on the per-det inequalities for the singlehook immanents obtained by Merris for each C £ß?N. But, the author has shown in [9] , that dx (C) < per(C) for any 2-term partition a. We thus have the following strengthened version of the James-Liebeck result: oer(C)>dx(C)>dXai(C) > ■ ■■ >dx^(C) = dXß(C)
for C £ ßtN . But Theorem 7 gives even more since dx (C) >dx (C) for 1 < i < P + r -2.
The partition a is obtained from a in the simplest manner by referring 2 2 to the corresponding node diagram. For example, if a = {5 ,4,2} then the node diagram is To obtain the node diagram for a simply remove the last column of dots from the above diagram and append it to the first column, thus obtaining whose corresponding partition is {4 ,2 ,1 }. Continuing in this manner we obtain a ={3,2 I5}, ..(3) {2\ r},and aw = {l18}
